ShowerPerfect™ Installation Systems
**ShowerPerfect Installation Systems**

MAPEI’s *ShowerPerfect* Installation Systems – composed of pre-sloped panels, a patented PVC linear drain and innovative time-saving components – are complemented by industry-recognized waterproofing products. *ShowerPerfect* Installation Systems combine quick and easy installation with contractor labor savings, allowing jobsite fabrication to fit the sizing requirements of shower compartments. The unique linear drain design includes extenders that allow for wall-to-wall strainer applications, complementing today’s large-format tile trends.

*ShowerPerfect* Installation Systems are ideal for tub-to-shower conversions for commercial, light commercial and residential uses in hotels, hospitality facilities, institutions, dormitories, condominiums, single-family residences, etc. The systems are plumbing-code-approved with PMG (Plumbing, Mechanical and Fuel Gas) products certified by ICC-ES (International Code Council) and Canada’s cUPC (Uniform Plumbing Code) products listed by IAPMO.

The *ShowerPerfect* linear drain system allows architects to design with large-format tile on the floors as well as the walls, opening up more opportunities for modern design elements in shower compartments. Installers are able to complete their shower pan and tile installation work more quickly, an important factor in commercial renovations.

*ShowerPerfect* Drain Strainers are made of high-quality stainless steel with convenient plastic strainer height-adjustment spacers, providing the versatility for various thicknesses of tile or stone and complement the linear drain installation with their exclusive design. Strainers are 32" (81 cm) in length and come in three finishes – brushed stainless steel, polished stainless steel and oil-rubbed bronze. (A stainless-steel, tile-in strainer is also offered.)

**Features and benefits**
- Patent-pending, 100%-structural-foam, pre-sloped pan components
- The pre-sloped panels, drain support frame and curb contain 28% recycled content.
- Component engineering for quick installation
- Lightweight; easy to cut, handle and install
- Designed to be installed in standard showers from 26" to 32" x 36" to 61" (66 to 81 cm x 91 to 155 cm)
- Allows jobsite fabrication to fit shower compartment
- Innovative, patented PVC linear drain assembly
- Simple solutions-oriented connection of the drain to the waste line
- Drain extenders accommodate the wall-to-wall linear drain.
- Locator pins on the linear drain allow easy alignment of the drain frame after waterproofing.
- Drain strainer spacers allow strainer height adjustment.
- Complete, single-source shower pan installation system
- The stainless-steel clamping collar ensures a watertight seal.
- Two system options: With Mapelastic AquaDefense liquid membrane waterproofing or Mapelastic WSM waterproofing sheet membrane
- Best-BackedSM system warranty available

**ShowerPerfect SM Installation Kit** (Product Code 10110)
Shower installation kit designed for Mapelastic® WSM waterproofing sheet membrane

**Kit components:**
- **ShowerPerfect Pre-Sloped Panels**
  2 structural-foam, pre-formed, pre-sloped panels – 16" x 52" (41 x 132 cm)
- **ShowerPerfect Drain Support Frame**
  Structural-foam, pre-formed drain support frame – 32" x 12" (81 x 30 cm)
- **ShowerPerfect Curb**
  Structural-foam, pre-formed shower curb – 61" x 2½" x 3½" (155 x 6,3 x 8,9 cm)
- **Mapelastic WSM**
  Polyethylene, waterproofing sheet membrane – 39" x 30' (99 cm x 9,14 m) roll
- **ShowerPerfect SM Inside Corners**
  4 pre-formed inside corners
- **ShowerPerfect SM U-Shaped Curb Covers**
  2 pre-formed, seamless corners
- **ShowerPerfect Hybrid Sealant**
  Modified polyurethane sealant adhesive – 10 U.S. oz. (283 g) tube
- **ShowerPerfect Shower Curb Lag Screws**
  5 lag screws for attaching pre-formed curb
### ShowerPerfect LM Installation Kit (Product Code 10106)
Shower installation kit designed for *Mapelastic AquaDefense* waterproofing liquid membrane

**Kit components:**

- **ShowerPerfect Pre-Sloped Panels**
  2 structural-foam, pre-formed, pre-sloped panels – 16" x 52" (41 x 132 cm)

- **ShowerPerfect Drain Support Frame**
  Structural-foam, pre-formed drain support frame – 32" x 12" (81 x 30 cm)

- **ShowerPerfect Curb**
  Structural-foam, pre-formed shower curb – 61" x 2½" x 3½" (155 x 6,3 x 8,9 cm)

- **ShowerPerfect LM Inside Corners**
  4 pre-formed, non-woven inside corners

- **ShowerPerfect LM U-Shaped Curb Covers**
  2 pre-formed, non-woven U-shaped curb covers

- **Reinforcing Fabric**
  Non-woven, polyester reinforcing fabric
  – 6" x 45’ (15 cm x 13,7 m) roll

- **ShowerPerfect Shower Curb Lag Screws**
  5 lag screws for attaching pre-formed curb

### ShowerPerfect Linear Drain Assembly Kit (Product Code 10115)
24" (61 cm) PVC linear drain body, frame and extension components

**Kit components:**

- **ShowerPerfect Linear Drain Body**
  24" (61 cm) PVC linear floor drain

- **ShowerPerfect Drain Frame**
  Stainless-steel drain frame / clamping collar

- **ShowerPerfect Strainer Channels**
  2 stainless-steel strainer channels for drain frame

- **ShowerPerfect Drain Extenders**
  2 stainless-steel extenders for linear drain

- **ShowerPerfect Strainer Tools**
  2 removal tools for strainer

- **ShowerPerfect Stainless-Steel Base Screws**
  22 stainless-steel screws for drain frame / clamping collar

- **ShowerPerfect Strainer Spacers**
  3 plastic spacers for strainer height adjustment

- **ShowerPerfect Drain Body Floor Supports**
  4 plastic drain body supports for attaching to floor (for use with floated mud installation only)
ShowerPerfect Drain Strainer (not included in kits)
- Brushed stainless-steel 32" (81 cm) strainer (Product Code 10107)
- Polished stainless-steel 32" (81 cm) strainer (Product Code 10117)
- Oil-rubbed bronze 32" (81 cm) strainer (Product Code 10118)
- Stainless-steel, tile-in drain 32" (81 cm) strainer (Product Code 10119)

ShowerPerfect Pre-Sloped Panel (Product Code 10113)
Structural-foam, pre-formed, pre-sloped panel – 16" x 52" (41 x 132 cm)

ShowerPerfect Drain Support Frame (Product Code 10109)
Structural-foam, pre-formed drain support frame – 32" x 12" (81 x 30 cm)

ShowerPerfect Curb (Product Code 10103)
Structural-foam, pre-formed shower curb – 61" x 2½" x 3½" (155 x 6,3 x 8,9 cm)

ShowerPerfect Shower Curb Lag Screws (Product Code 10108)
Lag screws for attaching pre-formed curb

ShowerPerfect LM U-Shaped Curb Cover (Product Code 10116)
Pre-formed, non-woven, U-shaped curb cover

ShowerPerfect LM Inside Corner (Product Code 10104)
Pre-formed, non-woven inside corner

Reinforcing Fabric (Product Code 0170004)
Non-woven polyester reinforcing fabric – 6" x 75' (15 cm x 22,9 m) roll

Mapelastic AquaDefense (Product Code 01960)
Premium waterproofing and crack-isolation membrane

ShowerPerfect SM U-Shaped Curb Cover (Product Code 10111)
Pre-formed, U-shaped curb cover

ShowerPerfect SM Inside Corner (Product Code 10114)
Pre-formed inside corner

Mapelastic WSM (Product Code 10101)
Polyethylene, waterproofing sheet membrane – 39" x 30' (99 cm x 9,14 m) roll

ShowerPerfect Hybrid Sealant (Product Code 10105)
Modified, polyurethane sealant adhesive – 10 U.S. oz. (283 g) tube